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Organic aerosol (OA) is composed of a highly dynamic
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mixture governed by multiple emission sources, reversible
phase partitioning, and chemical transformations and removal (Donahue et al., 2009; Hallquist et al., 2009; Jimenez
et al., 2009). The pathways by which OA most significantly accumulates and evolves in the atmosphere have
been under close scrutiny ofSolid
late. The
traditional perspecEarth
tive has been that OA is either directly emitted by combustion sources (primary OA, POA) or formed by secondary
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processes (secondary OA, SOA) via the oxidation of biogenic and anthropogenic volatile organic compounds (VOC).
However, a major challenge for our understanding of OA is
the exceedingly reactive nature of organic compounds in the
atmosphere, having gas-phase lifetimes against OH radicals
of five to eight hours under typical daytime conditions (e.g.,
Atkinson and Arey, 2003 and references therein). As a result,
once compounds that make up OA are emitted or formed in
the atmosphere, they will typically undergo one or two generations of oxidation in one day. Combined with the myriad
of primary compounds and SOA precursors introduced in the
atmosphere, ongoing aging generates an immensely complex
mixture of organic compounds whose chemical characteristics significantly differ from those of the parent precursors.
Recent aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS, Aerodyne) measurements of bulk OA (Jimenez et al., 2009 and references
therein) and the detection of substantial amounts of VOC oxidation products in particle phase (Kleindienst et al., 2007
and references therein) underline the strong influence of aging processes on the bulk atmospheric aerosol. They reveal
the highly oxidized nature of OA (O : C ∼ 0.3–1), comprising
significant amounts of multifunctional compounds (e.g., tricarboxylic acids, Szmigielski et al., 2007), including humiclike substances (HULIS) that contribute up to 50 % of OC
mass (Baduel et al., 2009, 2010). However, current state-ofthe-art models (e.g., chemical transport models) are unable
to explain the burden and oxygenation levels of such compounds, especially in urban environments and highly aged air
masses (e.g. Volkamer et al., 2006). This discrepancy highlights a remaining fundamental gap in our understanding of
the predominant precursors and formation and aging pathways of oxygenated OA (OOA).
Recent studies have therefore targeted a number of techniques to characterize both primary and secondary OA. One
of the traditional approaches to investigate OA sources is the
chemical mass balance (CMB, e.g., Watson et al., 1998),
which draws upon highly specific organic markers (e.g.,
hopanes for vehicular emissions) to assess the contribution
of emissions from major primary sources, e.g., gasoline vehicles, diesel vehicles and biomass burning. The residual OA
that is not attributed to any primary source considered in the
model is commonly regarded as SOA. More recently, positive matrix factorization techniques (PMF2) have been applied to AMS measurements to delineate OA by a number
of factors subsequently linked to emission sources or formation processes. Widely reported factors include those related
to primary emissions, such as hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA),
biomass smoke (BBOA) and cooking emissions (COA) and
factors characteristic of oxygenated aerosol (OOA), commonly related to SOA (Jimenez et al., 2009 and references
therein). The approach is unable to identify the main OOA
precursors, but often apportions the latter fraction according
to its volatility and oxygenation levels. This yields a moderately oxygenated fraction (SVOOA) attributed to semivolatile species due to its correlation with particulate nitrate,
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7875–7894, 2013

and a more oxygenated fraction (LVOOA) attributed to lowvolatile species due its correlation with particulate sulfate
(Jimenez et al., 2009). This analogy is consistent with measurements of ambient OA volatility (Cappa and Jimenez,
2010). While some studies tentatively related SVOOA to specific precursors, including for example terpenes (Slowik et
al., 2010), the chemical composition, important gas-phase
precursors and formation pathways of LVOOA remain ambiguous.
The FORMES project (Favez et al., 2010; El Haddad et
al., 2011a, b) included a summer field measurement campaign (July 2008) at an urban background site in Marseille
(France’s second largest city and the largest port in the
Mediterranean). The campaign’s aim was to investigate the
major sources of OA and its atmospheric aging in an urban industrialized environment, highly impacted by photochemistry. In previous works (El Haddad et al., 2011a, b),
we have presented filter based measurements, including organic molecular markers, metals and radiocarbon content
(14 C). Applying a chemical mass balance (CMB) approach,
we found that the OA was dominated by SOA, which based
on 14 C analyses was suggested to be heavily influenced by
biogenic sources. A thorough investigation of the data suggested that oxidation products of biogenic precursors could
not explain the levels nor the variability of the observed SOA,
implying a significant contribution of missing SOA precursors or unknown formation pathways. In particular, the role
of aging in the formation and evolution of SOA remained
unclear. Here, we utilize the online AMS (aerosol mass spectrometer) and HS-PTR-MS (high sensitivity proton transfer
reaction mass spectrometer) measurements conducted during
FORMES-2008 to better characterize the chemical composition, sources and aging of OA, with a special focus on the
oxygenated fraction (OOA). Source apportionment results
using positive matrix factorization (PMF2) are first presented
and compared with the previous CMB results. The OOA precursors, chemical composition and the influence of oxidative
aging therein are then investigated to elucidate the main processes driving the observed SOA levels and variability.

2
2.1

Materials and methods
Sampling location and general conditions

Sampling for the FORMES 2008 summer field campaign was
conducted from 30 June to 14 July 2008, at an urban background site in the downtown park “Cinq Avenues”, Marseille
(43◦ 180 2000 N, 5◦ 230 4000 E, 64 m a.s.l.). France’s second most
populous city (∼ 1 million inhabitants), Marseille is the most
important Mediterranean Sea port and a major transportation
hub for the region. It is also in the immediate vicinity of the
large petrochemical and industrial area of Fos-Berre, located
40 km northwest of the metropolitan city (Fig. 1). Significant
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for
CE.
breeze cycle. The Mistral is a strong, regional northwestFor offline aerosol analyses, PM2.5 particles were colerly wind (310–350◦ ), which blows from the lower Rhone
lected using high volume samplers (HiVol, Digitel DA80)
River valley toward the Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 1). The
operating at a flow rate of 30 m3 h−1 . Particle sampling was
westerly sea breeze (320–370◦ ) and easterly land breeze (50–
performed on a 12 h basis (05:30 to 17:30 UT, and 17:30 to
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cedure. PM was also collected on a 24 h timescale onto preepisodes in early mornings (e.g., 30 June and 5, 10, and
heated 25 mm-diameter quartz filters, utilizing a Dekati 1312 July), the metropolitan area of Marseille was frequently
stage low pressure cascade impactor (LPI) at a flow rate of
influenced by the outflow of Fos-Berre. Photochemical pro30 L min−1 , for size resolved EC/OC analysis.
cessing of industrial emissions from this region during periods of sea breeze induces the formation of fresh secondary
pollutants, including ozone, sulfate and SOA (El Haddad et
20
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Gas measurements
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2.5
2.5.1

Source apportionment
AMS/PMF2 analyses

AMS OA mass spectra were analyzed by Positive Matrix
Factorization, PMF2 (Paatero and Tapper, 1994; Lanz et al.,
2007; Ulbrich et al., 2009), a receptor modeling technique in
which the organic mass spectra time series (X) is expressed
as a linear combination of a set of characteristic factor profiles (F ) and their time-dependent intensities (G), such that
X = GF + E.

(1)

In the matrix Eq. (1), E is the residual matrix, defined as
the difference between the data matrix (X) and the fitted solution (GF ). PMF2 requires as inputs the data matrix (X)
and the associated uncertainty matrix (S), both obtained here
from the AMS data-analysis software, Squirrel. Uncertainties were calculated in Squirrel based on Allan et al. (2003)
and modified following the recommendations of Ulbrich et
al. (2009). The input matrices (X and S) are composed in our
case of 4043 data points with 276 m/z.
A key consideration for PMF analysis is the number of
factors selected by the user. As currently no methodical
and completely objective approach exists for choosing the
right number of factors, this selection must be evaluated
through comparisons of factor and external tracers’ time series and the analyses of factor mass spectra and diurnal patterns. First, we examined a 3-factor solution that yielded factors interpreted as hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA),
semi-volatile oxygenated organic aerosol (SVOOA) and low
volatility oxygenated organic aerosol (LVOOA), designations resulting from examining the factors’ mass spectra. The
addition of one more factor revealed the influence of industrial emissions (see Sect. 3.1), an expected aerosol source in
the region (El Haddad et al., 2011a). Higher order solutions
were then explored but could not be successfully interpreted.
A 5-factor solution introduced a third OOA factor and altered the mass spectra and time series of SVOOA, LVOOA
and HOA. The additional factor did not aid the interpretation of the dataset, as its time series strongly correlates with
those of the other two OOA factors and hence could not be
explicitly ascribed to a distinct source or process. Further, the
5-factor solution exacerbated the correlation between PMF2factors and external data, resulting in some ambiguity in
clearly attributing the other 4 factors to specific sources and
processes. These features seem to be consistent with factor
mixing/splitting, identified by Ulbrich et al. (2009) as an indication of excessive number of factors. Given the lack of improvement in the understanding of the aerosol source apportionment and the absence of external tracers supporting the
additional OOA factor in the 5-factor solution, the 4-factor
solution was considered optimal and therefore discussed below.
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For the 4-factor solution, matrix rotations were explored
by varying the FPEAK parameter (rotational freedom parameter) from −2.0 to 2.0, as discussed in the Supplement
(Sect. S5). The selected solution is obtained at FPEAK = 0
and very little variability in the factor’s time series and mass
spectra is observed for solutions at FPEAK between 0 and 1
(Fig. S4, Supplement). The possibility of local minima in the
solution space was considered by initiating the PMF2 algorithm from 60 random starting points (seeds = [0–59]). All
convergent solutions were found to be consistent with the solution presented below at seed = 0, an indication of the robustness of the chosen solution.
2.5.2

CMB analysis

In El Haddad et al. (2011a), we presented a chemical mass
balance (CMB, Watson et al., 1998) approach based on organic markers and metals to apportion the primary sources
of PM2.5 organic carbon (OC) in Marseille, with a special
focus on industrial emissions. CMB results are compared
here with AMS/PMF2 outputs (Sect. 3.2). Primary sources
considered in the CMB comprise vehicular emissions and
industrial emissions, the latter representing an aggregate of
three processes: coke production, metal smelting, and shipping/oil burning. In order to compare between CMB results
and AMS/PMF2 results, OA from primary emissions was
calculated by applying an OM-to-OC ratio of 1.2 (based on
Aiken et al., 2008) to the corresponding primary OC mass apportioned by CMB. CMB-SOA is indirectly inferred as the
difference between the primary OA modeled by the CMB
and the total OA, determined by scaling the measured OC by
an OM-to-OC ratio of 1.67 (calculated by comparing AMSOA with LPI OC measurements; see Sects. S3 and S4 in the
Supplement). Further information regarding the CMB analysis can be found in the Supplement (Sect. S6) and in El
Haddad et al. (2011a).
2.5.3

Estimation of α-pinene SOA contributions

Contributions of α-pinene SOA to ambient OA was estimated following the marker-based approach developed by
Kleindienst et al. (2007). This approach consists of converting the measured concentrations of marker compounds
derived from a given precursor hydrocarbon (hydrocarbon,
HC) into a SOA concentration in µg m−3 (SOAHC ), using
the laboratory-generated mass fractions of the same markers
(fSOA,HC ) determined by Kleindienst et al. (2007). SOAHC
can be subsequently calculated as follows:
Pm
i Mi
(2)
SOAHC =
fSOA,HC
where Mi is the concentration of the marker i and m is
the total number of markers derived from the hydrocarbon HC – here HC is α-pinene. For the apportionment of
α-pinene SOA contributions, pinonic acid, pinic acid and
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7875–7894, 2013
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A1–A7 (Fig. 2) were considered as markers and a fSOA,HC
factor of 0.168 ± 0.08 was used (Kleindienst et al., 2007).

3

Source apportionment results

3.1 Interpretation of AMS/PMF2 results
As noted above, we selected as the best representation of
the data the 4-factor PMF2 solution, results of which are
interpreted in this section and compared with CMB results
in Sect. 3.2. Amongst the four identified factors, three are
commonly reported (e.g., Jimenez et al., 2009 and references
therein), identified as HOA, SVOOA and LVOOA, where
HOA is representative of primary, hydrocarbon-like emissions, and SVOOA and LVOOA both represent oxidized organic aerosol, with the latter considered to be generally more
oxygenated than the former. These designations are initially
based on the factors mass spectra (see Fig. S5, Supplement),
which exhibit analogous patterns as those obtained in previous studies (Table 1). The factors identification is then
confirmed by examining their correlation with time series
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7875–7894, 2013

of external tracer species (Fig. 3) and their diurnal profiles
(Fig. 4).
The HOA, typically associated with traffic emissions, is
characterized by a prominent diurnal pattern with increasing contributions during rush hours (Fig. 4). As was found
in previous studies (Lanz et al., 2007; Ulbrich et al., 2009;
Slowik et al., 2010; Sjostedt et al., 2011), HOA exhibits
rather strong temporal correlations with primary vehicular
emissions tracers, such as EC (R = 0.68, Table 1) and NOX
(R = 0.54, Table 1). Note that some unexplained variability between HOA and these tracers remains. This might partially be caused by changes in vehicle
39emission profiles (e.g.,
diesel vs. gasoline), as for example an equivalent correlation
coefficient is obtained between EC and NOX (R = 0.71). A
further inspection of the relationship between HOA and EC
seems to suggest that other factors also influence the dynamics of HOA. This is shown in Fig. 4 through the diurnal profile of the HOA/EC ratio (see also Fig. S7, Sect. S8,
Supplement), where it can be seen that this ratio, which for
an average fleet is expected to remain constant throughout
the day, periodically rises above values reported for vehicular emissions (HOA/EC ∼ 0.4, e.g., Chirico et al., 2011 and
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7875/2013/
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Table 1. Pearson correlation coefficients, R (P ≤ 0.05): (a) between factor’s mass spectra and reference mass spectra drawn from previous
ambient, emission and chamber studies and (b) between factors time series and external markers time series. R coefficients greater than 0.5
are marked in bold typeface.
HOA

SVOOA

LVOOA

F4

(a) Correlation with reference spectra
HOA (Zhang et al., 2005)
Diesel bus exhaust (Canagaratna et al., 2004)
SOA α-pinene (Bahreini et al., 2005)
Aged Rural (Alfarra et al., 2004)
OOA I (Lanz et al., 2007)

0.97
0.96
0.81
0.55
0.41

0.57
0.66
0.96
0.79
0.71

0.16
0.25
0.59
0.94
0.99

(b) Correlation with external markers
EC
NOX
α−pinene SOA
MACR+MVK
acetic acid
acetone
HULIS
Sulfate
CMB-industrial OA
AMS-PAHs
Pb

0.68
0.54
0.40
0.43
0.40
0.45
0.44
0.24
0.26
0.10
0.23

0.48
0.07
0.66|0.74*
0.61
0.72
0.52
0.69
0.22
0.28
0.09
0.30

0.49
0.32
0.47
0.42
0.35
0.59
0.82
0.60
0.13
0
0.13

0.52
0.55
0.05
0.33
0.25
0.29
0.28
0.13
0.63
0.52
0.71

* For the correlation between SVOOA and α -pinene SOA, 2 coefficients are calculated considering for the first all
data points (R = 0.66) and excluding for the second data points where the site was downwind of industrial emissions
(R = 0.74), as shown in Fig. 9.

references therein). Such elevated HOA/EC periods, mainly
occurring during meal hours (and especially at nighttime),
would be expected from sources that do not contain significant EC and exhibit a similar spectral profile as HOA. This
constitutes a strong indication that a part of HOA pertains to
cooking emissions (cooking organic aerosol, COA). Cooking has recently been recognized as an important source of
organic aerosol in urban atmospheres (e.g., Mohr et al., 2012
and references therein), but could not be extracted in our
case by PMF2. This is likely due to the lack of high resolution AMS data, which generally aid the differentiation
between HOA and COA. Under the assumption that cooking emissions only affect HOA and that the enhancement
of HOA/EC primarily stems from the influence of COA on
HOA, HOA/EC can be used to provide a crude estimation
for the HOA fraction pertaining to cooking, estimated on average as ∼ 20 % of HOA mass. Note that other factors may
also affect the variability of HOA, such as its volatilization
and reactivity, leading to its depletion with respect to EC and
hence to an overestimation of COA contribution. This was
shown in this field study (see Supplement and El Haddad et
al., 2011a) to only occur during periods of severe photochemistry with ozone levels approaching 200 µg m−3 (30 June and
1 July, Fig. S7).
The SVOOA and LVOOA factors mass spectra closely
resemble those previously extracted from AMS datasets in
other locations (Table 1). A notable difference between the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7875/2013/

two factors is the fractional contribution of the CO+
2 fragment at m/z 44 (denoted f44 ), which is approximately proportional to the elemental O : C ratio (Aiken et al., 2008).
f44 = 0.06 for SVOOA vs. f44 = 0.19 for LVOOA (Fig. S5,
Supplement), corresponding to O : C ratios of 0.33 and 0.84
for SVOOA and LVOOA, respectively. Using these values
and a mass balance approach, one can provide a crude estimation for the total OOA O : C ratios (O : COOA ∈ [0.48–
0.72]), applying the following linear relationship between
the SVOOA fraction in OOA (SVOOA/OOA) and the O : C
ratio: O : C = −0.51 × SVOOA/OOA + 0.84. Increased relative oxygenation in LVOOA is expected to correlate with
increased particle age (Lanz et al., 2007; Aiken et al., 2008;
Ulbrich et al., 2009; Heald et al., 2010; Liggio et al., 2010)
and decreased volatility (Jimenez et al., 2009). This hypothesized age difference is consistent with the trends of these two
factors, as discussed below.
Unlike the SVOOA factors extracted from previous studies where the factor variability is thought to be primarily
driven by its volatility (e.g., Lanz et al., 2007), the SVOOA
only shows moderate correlation with particulate nitrate, a
semi volatile specie that mainly partitions into the particle phase under low temperature and high relative humidity (typically during nighttime). Instead, SVOOA most significantly correlates with methacrolein + methyl vinyl ketone (MACR+MVK), short-lived early-generation products
of isoprene (a major biogenic VOC) and with acetic acid, a
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7875–7894, 2013
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longer-lived product of VOC oxidation (Table 1, Fig. 3). On
average, SVOOA mass builds steadily during the day, with
local maxima extending from 12:00 to 16:00 LT (Fig. 4), despite the development of the boundary layer. A corresponding increase is evident in the photochemical reaction products MACR and MVK, ozone and acetic acid (Fig. S6).
This regular and substantial enhancement in SVOOA during peak photochemical periods and its tight correlation
with MACR+MVK suggest that SVOOA mainly comprises
short-lived locally-formed early-generation oxidation products of VOCs, dominated by biogenic precursors. By contrast, LVOOA appears to be a major constituent of the
aged background aerosol, as evidenced by its strong correlation with long-lived species attributed to regional transport, such as acetone and inorganic sulfate (Table 1, Fig. 3
and diurnal profiles in Figs. 4 and S6). Nevertheless, periods with elevated sulfate but no significant LVOOA still occur (Fig. 3), corresponding to air masses transported from
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7875–7894, 2013

the Mediterranean (e.g., 1–3 July) or impacted by direct sulfate emissions from industrial heavy fuel combustion (e.g.,
11–12 July). LVOOA mixing ratios constantly rise throughout the night and exhibit a local minimum in late afternoons
due to mixing within an increasingly deeper boundary layer
(Fig. 4). Such a pattern is further evidence for the regional behavior of LVOOA, as opposed to a fresh SOA locally formed
during midday peaks of photochemistry. The temporal trends
of SVOOA and LVOOA and the difference in their oxygenation levels provide compelling evidence that their variability
is primarily driven by the air masses photochemical age, with
SVOOA comprising freshly formed short-lived species and
LVOOA consisting of longer-lived aged components. Similar
behavior had been previously reported for large biogenic secondary organic aerosol events from eastern Canadian forests
(Slowik et al., 2010). The variability in the SVOOA and
LVOOA relative contributions with aging is further investigated in Sect. 5. In the literature, the term aging is used
to describe numerous processes, including oxidative (reactions with OH, O3 and NO3 ) or non-oxidative pathways (e.g.,
glyoxal uptake, oligomer formation) taking place in the gas
phase, particle phase or aqueous phase (Hallquist et al., 2009;
Lee et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012 and references therein). The
increase in the OOA O : C ratio observed with aging seems
to suggest that the OOA evolves via oxidative pathways most
probably dominated by gas phase reactions which are considerably faster than heterogeneous processes (DeCarlo et
al., 2008). However, we believe that our data do not permit
excluding other aging pathways. Therefore the generic term
aging will be henceforth used to collectively designate the
aforementioned processes.
The fourth factor (F4) revealed by the analysis exhibits a
similar spectral profile as HOA, typical of hydrocarbons from
primary combustion emissions, dominated by fragments at
m/z 55, 57 and 69 (Fig. S5). It should be noted though that F4
mass spectrum is characterized by higher contributions from
fragments at m/z 41, 51, 55 and 67, which may be related to
unsaturated and aromatic hydrocarbons. The distinct time series of F4, strongly correlating with heavy metals (including
Pb (Fig. 3), Cs, Mo, Fe, La, V, Zn, Ni and Co) and polycyclic aromatic compounds (PAHs, Fig. 3), unambiguously
relates this factor to industrial emissions. Similar to industrial
OA apportioned by CMB, F4 exhibits low background levels episodically intercepted by remarkable ten-fold increases
(Fig. 3). Such wide variability in F4 contributions is due to
40
the fact that industrial emissions constitute a localized point
source, whose influence strongly depends on local meteorology (El Haddad et al., 2011a). That is, enhancements in F4
are perceived when the wind shifts most often in late mornings (Figs. 1 and 4) to the west/southwest (225–275◦ , Fig. 5).
These periods also coincide with elevated ultrafine particles
number and SO2 concentrations (Figs. 5 and S6). This result
represents, to the best of our knowledge, the first assessment
of the overall contribution of OA from industrial emissions,
which, due to the wide variability of processes applied (El
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7875/2013/
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2 ), in F4 mass spectrum (Fig. S5) and the
concomitant formation of new particles in industrial plumes
3.2 Source contributions: AMS/PMF2 vs. CMB
(Fig. 5) qualitatively support the latter premise. Traffic emissions (HOA) are estimated by AMS/PMF2 to contribute apFigure 6 compares the AMS/PMF2 results discussed
preciable amounts of OA essentially every day, accounting
above with marker-based CMB results from El Haddad et
on average for 0.72 µg OA m−3 or 18 % of total OA. Slightly
al. (2011a). These are two independent source apportionlower contributions are estimated by CMB (14 % of the total
ment techniques applied to independent measurements, with
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To gain insights into the origins of OOA precursors, the
AMS/PMF2 estimates were combined with 14 C measurements. This combination is based on mass balance equations,
in which each of the AMS/PMF2 factors is considered to
comprise a fossil and a non-fossil component (see Supplement: Sect. S9, Eqs. 2–11). We designate by ai (Eq. 8 in
Supplement) and bi (Eq. 9 in Supplement) the relative contributions from fossil and non-fossil sources to the AMS/PMF2
factor i. Solving these equations involves a multiple regression analysis, which utilizes as input data OC/EC measurements, 14 C content in total carbon (TC = OC + EC) and
AMS/PMF2 estimates. The technique is essentially based on
the co-variability between the AMS/PMF2 factors and the
fossil and non-fossil OA mass. Conceptually, it assumes constant ai and bi within each of the AMS/PMF2 factors, while
these contributions may significantly vary over the course of
the experiment. The residual analysis presented in the Supplement (Sect. S9.2.1, Figs. S8 and S9) indicates that over1149
all ai and bi well capture the levels and the variability of the
1150
1151
measured fossil and non-fossil carbon concentrations. There1152
fore, and in the current dearth of clearly better techniques, we
1153
1154
believe that ai and bi obtained using a multivariate analysis
1155
provides the best estimate of campaign-average contributions
1156
1157
of fossil and non-fossil sources to AMS/PMF2 factors. The
1158
1159
analysis yields 6 OA components (open circles Fig. 7a), in1160
cluding 2 primary fractions (HOA and F4) and 4 secondary
1161
1162
fractions discriminated according to their origins and oxy1163
genation rates (fossil SVOOA (SVOOAF ), fossil LVOOA
(LVOOAF ), non-fossil SVOOA (SVOOANF ) and non-fossil
LVOOA (LVOOANF )).
To assess the sensitivity of the regression analysis to underlying measurement and modeling uncertainties and biases, the input variables in the mass balance equations were
randomly varied within a predetermined uncertainty range
(see Sect. S9.2, Supplement), using a random sampling algorithm (pseudo Monte Carlo calculation). We have considered uncertainties in the measurements of EC/OC and 14 C
and in the AMS/PMF2 analysis (i.e., variability of source
contributions with FPEAK and the contamination of HOA
by cooking). We have also included biases between online
and offline measurements, related to OM/OC ratios, filter adsorption artefacts and size cut-off differences between the
AMS and the filter sampler. Incorporating the variables generated by the random sampling algorithm into the mass balance equations (solved by the regression analysis), we produced 500 realizations of possible solutions, graphically represented in Fig. 7a as probability density distributions (solid
lines). We note that the width of these distributions is essentially a direct consequence of the predetermined uncertainty ranges. These ranges constitute our best estimates of
the uncertainties and biases affecting the parameters used in
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(see figure legend). Differences between the best estimates determined using the random sampling algorithm (fig. legend) and those
43
determined using the multiple regression approach (open circles)
provide an estimation of the potential biases; the estimation shows
that we might have underestimated the contributions of F4, HOA,
SVOOAnf and LVOOAf by 9 %, 6 %, 5 % and 23 %, respectively,
and overestimated the SVOOAf and LVOOAnf by 34 % and 5 %,
respectively. (b) Contributions, in µg m−3 , of OA fractions during
the campaign obtained using the multiple regression estimations
in (a) (open circles). Fossil and non-fossil OA fractions estimated
here are compared with results reported for summertime in other urban sites: Barcelona (Minguillòn et al., 2011), Paris (Crippa et al.,
2013), LA Basin (Bahreini et al., 2012) and in forested sites (termed
SFOM, for Secondary Forest Organic Matter, Leaitch et al., 2011)
for the same range of temperatures recorded during the campaign
(18–26 ◦ C, Fig. 1).

the mass balance equations; their determination is justified in
the Supplement (Appendix A).
The probability density distributions in Fig. 7a substantially enhance our capability to evaluate the aggregate measurement and model uncertainties and biases related to
the different fractions apportioned. Results show that all 6
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7875/2013/
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fractions are statistically significant with contributions higher
than 0 (Z equal 23, 7.4, 2.8, 1.7, 9.2, 12 for HOA, F4,
SVOOAf , LVOOAf , SVOOAnf and LVOOAnf respectively,
with Z = average/uncertainty). Purely affected by PMF analysis errors, the uncertainties associated with the contributions of primary components (HOA and F4) are below 10 %.
Likewise, non-fossil OOAs are well resolved by the model
and subjected to low uncertainties of around 10 %. Conversely, uncertainties are higher for fossil OOAs (∼ 36 % and
∼ 58 % for SVOOAf and LVOOAf , respectively), mainly due
to uncertainties in measuring EC and estimating fossil POA
contributions (AMS/PMF2 uncertainties and contribution of
COA to HOA).
In spite of the wide range of uncertainties related to some
of the fractions, results in Fig. 7 clearly highlight our ability
to identify the contribution from different OA components.
For example, it is clear that LVOOA derives almost entirely
from non-fossil precursors (LVOOAnf / LVOOA = 89 ± 7 %,
average ± uncertainties), in line with an aged, regional OOA,
marginally affected by local anthropogenic sources. By contrast, SVOOA includes a slightly larger fraction of fossil
SOA (SVOOAnf /SVOOA = 75 ± 8 %), most probably due to
local inputs of fresh OOA from anthropogenic precursors
(Fig. 7). The most salient element revealed by this analysis
is that OOA is overall clearly governed by non-fossil SOA
(uncertainty of ∼ 10 %), accounting for 80 ± 8 % of the total
OOA, despite extensive industrial and urban emissions in the
area at large. Confirming our initial suggestions in El Haddad et al. (2011b) that OOA is mainly attributed to biogenic
SOA, this result is inextricably linked to the prevalence of
regional sources over local anthropogenic emissions during
the measurement period.
The modest contribution of fossil OOA found here
(∼ 14 % of OA or 0.65 ± 0.14 µg m−3 , Fig. 7b) and at other
European sites (e.g., Barcelona and Paris, Fig. 7b) contrasts
sharply with results reported for the LA Basin (Bahreini et
al., 2012). There, the average levels of fossil OOA are 4–5
times higher (∼ 35 % of OA or 2.9 µg m−3 , Fig. 7b), despite
lower fossil EC concentrations (ECMarseille ∼ 1.8 µg m−3 vs.
ECLA <1 µg m−3 ). Combined with the higher proportions of
gasoline cars in the U.S. compared to Europe, this feature
would support the hypothesis proposed by the authors that
gasoline emissions dominate over diesel in the formation of
fossil SOA (Bahreini et al., 2012). By contrast, the prevalence of diesel cars in the European fleet would explain the
higher EC levels measured in our case.
For the total non-fossil OOA, average levels estimated in
our case (∼ 63 % of OA, 2.4 ± 0.15 µg m−3 , Fig. 7b) closely
match levels at temperate forests in Canada (Leaitch et al.,
2011), recorded for an equivalent temperature range (18–
26 ◦ C). This implies that biogenic emission strength and
SOA formation potential appear comparable for the two locations, despite potentially strong differences in tree-cover
and aging conditions (e.g., higher NOX in our case). By contrast, levels at the FORMES site in Marseille far exceed those
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7875/2013/
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estimated for Paris and Barcelona (∼ 1 µg m−3 ), presumably
because of differences in the biogenic emissions strength and
the influence of meteorology (e.g., clean air masses from the
Atlantic in Paris).
To assess the relative importance of individual biogenic
precursors in the formation of non-fossil OOA, we compare
the non-fossil OOA concentrations estimated above with
SOA mass derived from these precursors (Eq. 2), based on
the levels of their oxidation products measured in El Haddad
et al. (2011b). Amongst biogenic VOCs, monoterpenes are
widely accepted OOA precursors (e.g., Hallquist et al., 2009;
Slowik et al., 2010 and references therein). We estimate an
α-pinene SOA concentration of 0.18 µg m−3 , or 7.1 % of total non-fossil OOA, using the oxidation products in Fig. 2.
This relative contribution (7.1 %) should be viewed as an
upper limit, as the calculation assumes that α-pinene oxidation products occur in PM1 and are not affected by adsorption artefacts onto filter sample. Note that α-pinene accounts
on average for only ∼ 18 % of the total monoterpene emissions from Mediterranean vegetation (e.g., Lang-Yona et al.,
2010), but the lack of information about the oxidation products from other monoterpenes prevents a direct estimation of
their contribution to biogenic OOA. Nevertheless, given that
the remaining monoterpenes have approximately comparable SOA yields (Y ) as α-pinene (Ng et al., 2006), the aggregate contribution of monoterpene SOA can be indirectly estimated as ∼ 0.95 µg m−3 or 42 ± 20 % of the total non-fossil
OOA (20 % denotes the variability of monoterpene SOA contributions during the experiment; see Fig. 7).
Whilst monoterpenes account on average between 40 and
60 % of the total biogenic VOCs in the region (Parra et al.,
2004, Steinbrecher et al., 2009), the remainder is mostly isoprene, which, given its much lower SOA yield (Yisoprene ∼ 14 % vs. Yterpenes > 15 %; Ng et al., 2006; Kroll et al., 2006),
cannot explain the high non-fossil OOA concentrations. In
this regard, based on the levels of isoprene oxidation products in our conditions, we had previously estimated an isoprene SOA concentration of ∼ 0.05 µg m−3 , i.e., only ∼ 2 %
of total non-fossil OOA (El Haddad et al., 2011b). By contrast, sesquiterpenes are effective SOA precursors (Y ∼ 0.7,
Ng et al., 2006), but the magnitude of their emissions is
widely variable across species and at different environmental and phenological states, such that their contribution to
biogenic VOCs burden remains an open question (Duhl et
al., 2008). Based on biogenic emission inventories for Europe, sesquiterpenes are estimated to contribute to only 1–
2 % of the overall amount of biogenic compounds (Steinbrecher et al., 2009 and references therein). We have previously reported a β-caryophyllene SOA contribution of only
0.015 µg m−3 (0.6 % of total non-fossil OOA, El Haddad et
al., 2011b). Considering that the remaining sesquiterpenes
have SOA yields comparable to those of β-caryophyllene
(Ng et al., 2006) and that the latter accounts on average
for ∼ 19 % of the total sesquiterpene emissions (15–25 %
depending on the considered inventory; Sakulyanontvittaya
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7875–7894, 2013
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et al., 2008 and references therein), the aggregate contribution of sesquiterpene SOA can be indirectly estimated as
∼ 0.08 µg m−3 or only ∼ 3.5 % of the total non-fossil OOA.
The contribution of other biogenic (e.g., oxygenated
VOCs) or urban non-fossil (e.g., land use) precursors in the
formation of non-fossil OOA cannot be excluded. However,
we do not believe that the above estimates are accurate to
more than a factor of two given the large uncertainties and
the crude assumptions in their calculations. These include
uncertainties related to SOA yields, varying biogenic VOC
profiles with location and the marker-based approach (Eq. 2).
In particular, the latter intrinsically assumes a stable ratio between the marker compounds and SOA mass (Eq. 2) regardless of the prevailing atmospheric conditions (e.g., low vs.
high NOX ) and the aerosol photochemical age (the stability
of the marker/SOA ratios with aging is examined in Sect. 6).
Therefore, the main conclusion from this analysis is the very
high contribution of monoterpenes in the formation of nonfossil OOA, in agreement with previous results reported for
other biogenically-influenced locations that suggest 22–50 %
of total OOA may arise from monoterpenes oxidation (Sjostedt et al., 2011).

5

Dynamics of OOA with aging

While both SVOOA and LVOOA appear to predominantly
originate from biogenic precursors, the wide variability observed in their relative strength (Sect. 3.1) seems to be
primarily governed by differences in their photochemical
age, with LVOOA prevailing in highly aged air masses. If
LVOOA arises from further processing of biogenically influenced short-lived early-generation products in SVOOA,
highly processed OOA is then expected to be more oxygenated with higher (lower) LVOOA/OOA (SVOOA/OOA)
and O : C ratios. Fig. 8 considers this hypothesis, investigating the variability of OOA relative composition and oxygenation levels as a function of the toluene/benzene ratio (T /B),
changes in which are taken as indication of photochemical
aging. Toluene and benzene are concurrently emitted by traffic (Fig. S6, Supplement), but due to toluene’s higher reactivity towards OH, it is depleted against benzene, resulting
in lower T /B ratios in aged air masses (the effect of other
oxidants (i.e., O3 and NO3 ) on our analysis is discussed below). This methodology has been successfully utilized on numerous occasions (e.g., de Gouw et al., 2005; Liggio et al.,
2010).
We recognize that using the T /B ratio to infer the age of a
non-fossil dominated OOA inherently assumes that biogenic
and anthropogenic emissions originate from the same locations upwind of the observation site and undergo similar extent of oxidation during transport. Indeed, the presence of
significant inputs from fresh anthropogenic emissions into an
existing regional OOA would revert the T /B ratio to higher
values, erroneously reflecting unprocessed aerosols. While
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7875–7894, 2013

clearly a major assumption, we presume that such anthropogenic inputs would only occur significantly during rush
hours. Anthropogenic compounds would then instantly mix
with the regional background where they concomitantly react
along with biogenic precursors throughout the day.
The above assumption is verified in Fig. 8, where, apart
from episodes of local pollution, aged air masses with low
Ln(T /B) coincide with a more oxygenated OOA characterized by lower SVOOA/OOA ratios. Two patterns can be distinguished:
– First, an increase in the photochemical age can be observed over the course of the experiment (Fig. 8a), consistent with an increasingly oxygenated OOA (increase
of O : C ratios from ∼ 0.45 to ∼ 0.65). While the reason
for this increase remains unclear, the fact that both the
particle and the gas phase measurements exhibited signs
of increased air mass aging indicates that this cannot be
ascribed to changes in the anthropogenic toluene and
benzene emissions, but rather represents a real increase
in the OH concentrations or in the air masses transport
time.
– Second, the air masses photochemical age and OOA
oxygenation levels exhibit consistent diurnal profiles
(Fig. 8b), with decreasing Ln(T /B) and increasing contributions of aged OOA during nighttime. Note that
greater scattering is observed in the Ln(T /B) diurnals (on average variability of ∼ 48 %, Fig. 8b), likely
due to intermittent inputs of benzene and toluene from
fresh traffic or industrial emissions (frequently between
08:00–11:00 and 18:00–21:00 LT, Fig. 8b). The nighttime increase of air mass age coincides with a shift in
the wind direction to the east/northeast (Fig. 1, Fig. 8)
and can be interpreted as stemming from the specific
local meteorology in the region. It appears that during daytime, the increase of urban and biogenic fresh
emissions, together with an active photochemistry, engender the formation of a fresh moderately oxygenated
OOA dominated by SVOOA (O : C∼ 0.5, Fig. 8b). This
aerosol further ages while transported away from Marseille by the sea breeze (225–270◦ ). During the night,
the land breeze (45–90◦ ) brings the further processed
air masses (low T /B ratios) back to Marseille, injecting into an increasingly shallow boundary layer a highly
oxygenated OOA, dominated by LVOOA (O : C∼ 0.65,
Fig. 8b).
The close relationship between OOA oxygenation levels
and Ln(T /B) observed in Fig. 8 implies, on the one hand,
that anthropogenic and biogenic emissions rather arise from
spatially diffused sources and undergo similar extent of aging before arriving to the measurement site. This is consistent
with the environs close to Marseille, composed of residential
areas and sparse woodlands interspersed amongst roads and
highways, plus the fact that both anthropogenic and biogenic
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7875/2013/
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the variability in the OOAs relative contributions does not
mainly stem from differences in their parent VOC precursors, but rather from differences in their photochemical age,
showing that LVOOA appear to emerge from additional oxidation of early-generation semi-volatile SOA species.
Based on the relationship observed in Fig. 8, changes in
T /B ratio can be used as a first approximation to infer the
OOA photochemical age, as parameterized in Eq. (3) by the
OH exposure:
OH exposure =
  
  

T
T
− ln
KOH,T − KOH,B .
ln
B 0
B t
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(3)

OH,T

and KOH,B are respectively the decay rates of toluene and
benzene against OH (Atkinson and Arey, 2000). The effect of
localized inputs of benzene and toluene
45 into the background
air is minimized by (1) considering only periods when OOA
dominated, i.e., HOA and F4 contributions < 5 % and 1 % of
OA, respectively, and (2) and excluding spikes in the (T /B)t
ratio indicating contributions from local industries. This filtering process excluded ∼ 37 % of the data. For the remaining data, the contribution of SVOOA to OOA is plotted in
Fig. 8c against the resulting OH exposures and fitted by an
exponential decay function, from which a time constant, τ ,
of 5.4 × 1011 molecules cm−3 s−1 is inferred. When considering this value an essential distinction should be drawn between an estimation of the absolute decay rate of SVOOA
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or the formation rate of LVOOA and that of the OH exposures or timescales needed to achieve the relative changes
observed within the OOA composition. Here, τ is representative of the latter, indicating the rate of the net oxygen gain in
OOA caused by oxidative aging. For example, τ does not reflect whether this oxygen gain is associated with an increase
in carbon mass due to the formation of additional functionalized LVOOA components or with a carbon mass loss with
the fragmentation of SVOOA into more volatile compounds
(e.g., CO, CO2 . . . , Kroll et al., 2009). The use of an exponential decay to fit our data is based on the underlying assumption that OOA oxygenation levels are expected to attain
a steady state, resulting from a balance between functionalization and fragmentation pathways, where OOA is composed of LVOOA with highly oxygenated components less
prone to additional processing. Another important consideration is that the analysis neglects SOA formation by reactions with O3 and NO3 . It should be noted though that, while
these oxidants can play an important role in the oxidation of
double bonds and hence are essential during the initial oxidation steps that forms SVOOA, the later steps leading to
the transformation of SVOOA into LVOOA are expected to
predominantly proceed via OH chemistry.
Furthermore, while we believe that isolating the periods
when OOA dominated clearly diminishes the effect of the
recurring local inputs of benzene and toluene, the τ value
determined here should still be regarded as a lower limit.
For example, significant inputs of benzene and toluene from
emission to the time of sampling yields apparent OH exposures lower than the actual ones to which the OOA was subjected to and hence to higher τ . It should be also mentioned
that τ is not influenced by errors in the (T /B)0 estimation
(Eq. 3), which only affect the OH exposures absolute values
(Fig. 8).
From Fig. 8c, we estimated that it requires an OH exposure of 3.2 × 1011 molecules cm−3 s−1 to increase the OOA
O : C ratio from 0.5 to 0.65 (decrease in SVOOA/OOA from
0.67 to 0.37). Assuming typical summertime OH concentrations in the region (OH06 h-20 h = 5 × 106 molecules cm−3 ,
Liakakou et al., 2009), this value would correspond to ∼ 17 h
of aging under daytime conditions, qualitatively consistent
with the variability in the O : C ratios observed in Fig. 8b occurring within a short space of time of about 0.5–1 d. This
high rate of oxygen gain agrees with previous observations
from urban polluted sites (e.g., Mexico City, DeCarlo et al.,
2008) and rural sites (e.g., Ontario, Liggio et al., 2010) and
with smog chamber and flow tube studies of α-pinene aging,
reporting τ values of 2–7 × 1011 molecules cm−3 s−1 for an
equivalent O : C increase (Chen et al., 2013; Pfaffenberger et
al., 2013). Taken together, these results underscore the rapid
and pervasive LVOOA production in the atmosphere via the
oxidation of semi-volatile SOA species (SVOOA) from different precursors.
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Insights into OOA chemical composition:
effect of aging

The observed age and chemical lifetime differences between
SVOOA and LVOOA can be used to infer the relative age
of SOA species through their correlation with these OOA
fractions. That is, the contribution of more aged, longer-lived
chemical components is expected to increase in aged aerosol,
with higher proportions of LVOOA and higher O : C ratios.
Figure 9 examines the link between OOA fractions and αpinene SOA, taken as a surrogate for monoterpenes SOA and
non-fossil OOA, in general. Discarding periods when the site
was directly downwind of the industrial area, defined by the
high contributions from anthropogenic precursors, α-pinene
SOA exhibits a good correlation with SVOOA (R = 0.74,
Table 1). Such behavior is in line with the correlation between SVOOA and isoprene gas-phase oxidation products
(Fig. 3) and the high proportions of biogenic OOA (Fig. 7),
and supports other ambient measurements suggesting the importance of monoterpenes in forming SVOOA (Slowik et
al., 2010; Sjostedt et al., 2011). However, significantly lower
correlation is observed between α-pinene SOA and LVOOA
(R = 0.47, Table 1), in spite of the overwhelming contribution from non-fossil precursors to this fraction (Fig. 7). Taken
together, these observations seem to suggest a rapid production and a rather short lifetime of the compounds used for estimating α-pinene SOA, overall generated and decayed over
similar timescales as SVOOA (hours).
The formation of LVOOA via the oxidative aging of
SVOOA, likely including α-pinene SOA, appears to produce compounds with a different chemical nature. In this respect, the comparison between the contributions of LVOOA
and HULIS is revealing (Fig. 9), showing an increase of
HULIS fraction in OC from 7 to 18 % when the LVOOA
contribution to OA increased from 20 % to 60 %. This result suggests that the aging processes involved in the production of LVOOA and the increase of OOA oxygenation
level play a key role in the formation of HULIS, which, similarly to LVOOA, can be identified as a long-lived highly
oxygenated component formed over longer timescales than
SVOOA (0.5–1 day). While this correlation is evidence that
a great part of LVOOA may comprise poly-carboxylic compounds, it should be noted that the contributions of LVOOA
to OA exceeds by more than threefold the contributions of
HULIS to OC. Other potential candidates believed to contribute to LVOOA may include dicarboxylic acids characterized by high O : C ratios, together with alcohols and their sulfate esters (organosulfates), all previously identified in our
conditions as main contributors to SOA (El Haddad et al.,
2011b, 2013).
The compounds used to estimate α-pinene SOA span a
wide range of O : C ratios (O : C = 0.3-1, Fig. 2) and include both early- and later-generation products of α-pinene
oxidation (Jaoui et al., 2005; Szmigielski et al., 2007). Figure S10 in the Supplement illustrates the distribution of these
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7875/2013/
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distribution of individual α-pinene oxidation products. The
current hypothesis is that highly aged OOA is likely to be
characterized by higher (lower) proportions of later- (early)generation products of α-pinene oxidation. This is shown in
Fig. 10 by the severe depletion of pinonic acid (PNA) contributions in highly aged OA. The contribution of this earlygeneration product (O : C ratio of 0.3) to the total α-pinene
SOA decreased from ∼ 12 to ∼ 4 % when the OOA O : C increased from ∼ 0.5 to ∼ 0.75. The decay of PNA appears to
be concomitant with the formation of the 3 multifunctional
later-generation products, A4, A5 and A6 (O : C = 0.45–
0.70). These compounds exhibited very similar variability
during the measurement period (R 2 > 0.9, n = 26; Table 2);
their contributions to α-pinene SOA experienced a 3- to 10fold increase for a similar OOA O : C increase (from ∼ 0.5 to
∼ 0.75 %, Fig. 10). These trends highlight the reactive and
dynamic nature of α-pinene SOA components, showing a
considerable shift from early-generation products, like PNA,
in SVOOA to more oxidized compounds in LVOOA.
The study of the correlations (Table 2) between individual
α-pinene oxidation products reveals another important set of
multifunctional later-generation products, including A1, A3
and A7 (Fig. 2). These compounds show moderate correlations (0.41 < R 2 < 0.78, n = 26; Table 2) with the less oxygenated compounds of the previous set (A4, A5 and A6),
and despite their very high O : C ratios (O : C > 0.7, Fig. 2)
they do not show any trend with aging (Fig. 10). The exact
reason for such behavior is yet to be determined. However,
as the variability of OOA components is in our case primarily driven by its photochemical age, one can argue that this
lack of correlation between these compounds and LVOOA
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7875/2013/
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Table 2. Correlation table of α-pinene oxidation products revealing
three sets of compounds with similar trends: Set 1 includes PNA,
PA, and A2, products formed at the early stages of the reaction. Set
2 includes A4, A5 and A6, products that appear at later stages of the
reaction and that show a relative increase with OA’s oxidation state
(Fig. 10). Set 3 includes A1, A3 and A7, products that appear at
later stages of the reaction but do not show any increase with OA’s
oxidation state (Fig. 10).
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anthropogenic precursors, α-pinene SOA showed high corre-

lation (R = 0.66) with the SVOOA fraction (excluding data points
where the site was downwind of industrial emissions would result
in a R value of 0.74). For HULIS, the relative contributions [in %]
are compared, because the absolute concentrations of HULIS correlated with both SVOOA and LVOOA. The good correlation between
HULIS and LVOOA suggests that a large fraction of LVOOA comprises poly-carboxylic species that are not well represented by the
markers of α-pinene SOA.
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is most likely due to differences in their atmospheric lifetime or in the timescales over which they are formed. For
example, laboratory studies show that A7 formation via the
OH-initiated oxidation of PNA appears to be faster than the
relative increase in LVOOA measured in the field (OH exposures ∼ 1011 molecules cm−3 s−1 , Müller et al., 2012). On
the other hand, similar to PNA, later-generation products,
including A1, A3 and A7, can also photochemically decay,
especially via fragmentation pathways, such that their concentrations would not be enhanced in aged OOA (Kroll et
al., 2009; Baduel et al., 2011; Chacon-Madrid and Donahue,
2011).
Overall, the correlation analysis in Table 2 and Fig. 10
highlights the wide variability in the relative distributions
of α-pinene oxidation products within OOA. This transgresses the assumptions underlying the marker-based approach (Eq. 2) and potentially leads to sizeable uncertainties
in the α-pinene SOA determination. The fact that the variability of α-pinene SOA mass overall follows that of SVOOA
suggests that under our conditions we may be underestimating the contribution of α-pinene and monoterpenes in general
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7875–7894, 2013
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in the formation
of non-fossil OOA (Sect. 4), especially in
15 % from vehicular emissions, despite the apparent exten1209
aged air masses. Including further later-generation products
sive industrial emissions in the region. Currently, apportionwith longer lifetimes in the estimation of α-pinene SOA coning such emissions using CMB is hindered by the great
centrations may allow better capturing of its variability and
number of industrial processes with widely varying profiles.
levels, potentially bridging the gap between non-fossil OOA
AMS/PMF2 can therefore constitute an alternative approach
mass and the contributing precursors (Sect. 4, Fig. 7).
to apportion such emissions in industrial areas. Our results
also illustrate that OOA represents the major fraction, contributing ∼ 80 % of OA mass. Accordingly, we proposed a
novel approach, combining AMS/PMF2 data with 14 C mea7 Conclusions
surements, to identify and quantify the fossil and non-fossil
precursors of this fraction. The proposed approach offers a
The aerosol chemical composition was characterized by
direct uncertainty analysis, showing that the main concluAMS during the summertime at an urban industrialized site
sions from this study are robust. We demonstrated with high
in Marseille (France) and the sources and aging of OA were
statistical confidence (errors of 10 %) that, despite extensive
examined. The dataset was analyzed by PMF2 and the results
urban and industrial emissions, OOA is47
overwhelmingly nonwere compared with previous apportionments obtained usfossil, with estimated levels of 2.4 µg m−3 (∼ 80 ± 8 % of
ing a CMB approach coupled to organic markers and metals.
OOA). We assessed the contribution of different biogenic
Such systematic comparison is rarely performed in the literaSOA precursors from the levels of their oxidation products
ture and showed in this work a very good agreement between
(top-down estimation) and showed that under our conditions
the two independent approaches, despite the large uncertainmonotepenes may play a major role in the formation of nonties and crude assumptions underlying both techniques. The
fossil OOA (∼ 40 % of non-fossil OOA). In comparison, isoresults presented here constitute the first demonstration of
prene SOA was estimated to contribute only ∼ 2 % of nonthe separation of industrial OA by AMS/PMF2. This emisfossil OOA or ∼ 20 times less than monotepene SOA. This
sion source contributes only 5 % of OA compared with about
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is consistent with bottom-up calculations, based on biogenic
emission inventories (for Europe and Mediterranean areas)
and smog chamber studies, showing that while monoterpenes
are emitted at similar amounts as isoprene, they have up to 20
times higher SOA yields than isoprene.
Using AMS measurements, we were able to elucidate
the main processes driving the variability observed in the
OOA levels and chemical composition. We showed that
while OOA primarily originates from biogenic precursors,
its chemical composition markedly varies with aging, evolving from a freshly formed moderately, oxygenated SVOOA
into a highly oxygenated aged LVOOA. Our results also reveal the role of these aging processes in the formation of
the polycarboxylic compounds in HULIS. These compounds
thus appear as long-lived major constituents of LVOOA produced over timescales of several hours in our conditions
(10–20 h at [OH] = 5 × 106 molecules cm−3 ). We additionally showed that aging leads to the decay of α-pinene earlygeneration products and the formation of later-generation
products. Our results suggest that α-pinene SOA products
characterized here overall represent the fresh components
in SVOOA and have rather short lifetimes. Consequently,
monoterpenes SOA contributions estimated using these compounds might be underestimated, especially in aged air
masses where LVOOA dominates.
Our results highlight that combining AMS measurements
with different techniques offers additional and valuable insights into the OOA chemical composition and the influence of aging therein. Further AMS and biogenic SOA component measurements are needed to confirm the trends observed here and to provide better assessment of the formation
rate of OOA components and their aging in ambient atmospheres. In particular, it would be worthwhile for future studies to identify with suitable analytical techniques additional
later-generation products to better represent aged aerosols,
e.g., APi-TOF (Ehn et al., 2012) or CIMS (Eddingsaas et
al., 2012a, b). Such combined measurements would enhance
our understanding of the aging mechanisms involved in the
conversion of SVOOA to LVOOA, and the parameterization
of these mechanisms would improve the ability of chemical
transport models to sufficiently simulate the global OA burden.
Supplementary material related to this article is
available online at: http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/
7875/2013/acp-13-7875-2013-supplement.pdf.
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